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About This Content

Demonstrate your efficiency in Battle in this Challenge Mode as you race to bring down an exclusive Legion of Sauron’s Forces.
Earn high scores for your speed in defeating your foes and build your Legend on the Leaderboards.
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Title: Middle-earth: Shadow of Mordor - Test of Speed
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Monolith Productions, Inc., Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
WB Games, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
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Minimum:

OS: 64-bit: Vista SP2, Win 7 SP1, Win 8.1

Processor: Intel Core i5-750, 2.67 GHz | AMD Phenom II X4 965, 3.4 GHz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 | AMD Radeon HD 5850

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 25 GB available space
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DO NOT BUY THIS GAME! YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED. This game was amazing! Back when it had players, at least.
Sadly, the already-struggling game was killed when Uber decided to release Super Monday Night Combat, which was then killed
off as well.
I wish this game were still alive. If it were, there'd be reason to play it. There's none, now.

EDIT: I should probably add this to the review: There is still a group on steam that plays the game, but don't expect to see more
than one server with people on it -ever- (and I love this group for that, I missed this game so badly), and don't expect to see even
that 80% of the time.. turns to his demoralised generals*

"Why are you all standing there like frightened children? What are you afraid of!? You call yourself soldiers!?!? Remember that
you are generals. The Prussians are too late... do you understand!!?? Wellington is beaten!!! Where's your faith? I've been in this
position before at the Battle of Marengo - I lost the battle at 5 o'clock....BUT I WON IT BACK AT 7!!!!. If someone says they
are Napoleon trapped in the body of a modern day human, society agrees they are insane and the person is given medication and
treatment. They are not invited to rule France (or exiled) for being Napoleon.

It's a terrible sign of the oppression that Trans-Napoleons, such as myself, face on a daily basis.

Every single day, I try to live my life in accordance with my inner identity as Emperor of the French, King of Italy and Protector
of the Rhine Confederations. Every single day, I am derided and mocked. Small children come up to me in the street and yell
"You'll never be real emperor!" or "You'll never lead the Grand Armee against the combined armies of Tsar Alexander and
Emperor Francis at Austerlitz".

All I want is what other Napoleons have: absolute power over the French Empire and it's satellites in Europe, plus a dedicated
Corps of Imperial Guards and a palace to live in. But I can't even move into the Palais de Versailles without a policeman trying
to arrest me.

Thank about that. You cis-identitied people get to live in your natural homes, but if I try to move into my natural home, I get
arrested. I don't even want to think about how the Russians would treate me if I went to Moscow. So have a heart, mes amis.
Start working for greater social justice for Trans-Napoleons such as myself.

Vive la France, Vive I'empereur, viva la vieille garde.. Great concept and some gripping experiences "MORE PLEASE". When
they say Treadnauts is already beautiful and polished, they aren't wrong \u2014 this isn't your stereotypical early access game.
Controls aren't hard to learn but can be a bit wonky at times, for instance with how it treats going upside down you can catch
yourself accidentally going the wrong way. Besides that, everything's smooth and responsive. Sound design is on point, and
stylistically it catches your eye. Great game to play w\/ friends.. I've yet to play Bot Colony to it's full extent but from what I
have played I can see this title has a lot of promise based on my experience so far, other than not getting the game to understand
my voice, the text based communication seems to work fine.

While it can be tricky to get the hang of things at first, you'll soon realise how the game mechanics work and from there, it's
smooth sailing.

I'll update my review once I've played further into the game, the only issues I've noticed so far are achievements aren't
unlocking for me and this game simply refused to work on my old graphics card, however, it runs like a dream on a GTX 960..
Pretty decent HOG game. One of the originals clasics of the genre. First of the series I got to work in fullscreen too I might add.
It's your basic HOG, plus door puzzles for locked rooms. Some of them are quite odd but I can honstly say I havn't seen the like.
Some are very much rube goldberg devices. After each level is a puzzle putting a scene together. Decent storyline. If you can get
this on sale or in a Pack I do really recomend it.. Played it for about an hour and then it started spawning two cars piled on top
of one another as a glitchy undriveable mess AND the camera stopped tracking with the car. uninstalled and reinstalled. didn't
fix it. IT's a pretty basic game to have such a big bug that made it unplayable. i dont usually buy DLC, But when i do, Its
Predator. So to be blunt, to me its money well spent
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This game obviously has a lot of polish, with gameplay feeling smooth and overall balance great. The experience is only
improved by the modes and character options and arenas to fight in. One of the best local multiplayer games I've played.
. Bought this 4 day and never got it in game
still waiting..... Very fun RTS with plenty of 4x elements and a truly epic scope. The scaling system is fantastic, I can't think of
many strategy games that allow you to build ships the size of galaxies, using both the resources of dozens of planets and several
days of your life to manufacture, if you so chose!. Entertaining enough. Very short. Fun to pull off a full room clear or near full
room clear with bonion combo. Still very short. :P
Recommend but for me on sale is the way to go. I am accustomed to more hours for my money though I am unsure I would
thumbs up it had it been substantially longer.. A fairly good game. Loads of fun, whether in Missions, Onslaught, and especially
Sandbox.

The game is just spawning different beasts to fight each other in a TABS-ish fashion, but with more gore.

The choice between many beasts and the ability to attach weapons to them makes for very fun battles in Sandbox. You can even
edit beast HP and damage.

Lots of replayability, mostly because of Sandbox. You can also attempt to beat your lowest money spent on the missions.

Even though it's lots of fun, this game isn't very polished. Multiple key features are missing, and glitches happen a lot.

Features that should be added include but are not limited to:

-Editing beast stats and team without having to delete and replace them
-Better controls for tank
-Better aiming for tank (cannon vertical angle adjustment)
-Better aiming for weapon attachments (vertical angle adjustment)
-Better aiming for turrets (vertical angle adjustment)
-UI shows how to control flying beasts
-Fix beast body parts stretching too much and breaking game

Even with all the gameplay issues and glitches, this game is definetly worth the 10 or so dollars you pay for. Hours of fun.
. Monkey Island lovers, move over. There's a new dog in town! (Okay, I'll stop)

Originally, I played it just for the Summer Camp achievement. This game is fantastic! I'm not very good at Point & Click
Adventure games. My brain can't seem to move beyond that process of combining a "Gorilla" and a "Woman" to create a
"Monkey Wrench."

Jolly Rover isn't like that. There's layers of hints for your skill level. The puzzles make sense, the story never lags behind, and
it's a pretty funny game. It's actually the first adventure game I beat without looking up spoilers!. It's lit fam. Absolutely nailed
the atmosphere. I shouted and pressed buttons on my Vive controller frantically to make it stop at one point, followed by
laughing at myself for a minute straight. Even though part of my brain knew that I could just close my eyes to make it go away,
I had no control over the reaction. My wife only made it about 2 minutes into the experience before screaming out loud and
telling me to shut it down.

Great work!. Simple program for drawing, I prefer to use other programs like Photoshop so I can achieve apotheosis xP

(rip they removed the neutral review)
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